"FACTORY PRISON" IS THE CAPITALIST'S APPROACH TO A MEDIUM-SECURITY PRISON COMPLEX, WITH A CAPACITY OF OVER 1000 INMATES, IT IS A PRODUCTIVE ENTERPRISE, SITUATED IN THE OUTSKIRTS OF THE ARIZONA DESERT.

**STEP 1: EXTERNAL FORCES**
Secure a United States-based, international corporation that mass produces consumer goods to relinquish the government's involvement in the prison system. The corporation will purchase the prison and employ inmates as "low-skilled laborers," bringing the cheap labor force in-house. "Factory Prison" will begin to mitigate the controversial issues surrounding cheap labor factories in developing countries, while also supplementing importation costs.

**STEP 2: INMATE, VICTIM, SOCIETY**
Transform the inmate from an unprofitable liability, into a productive resource that profits the U.S. economy, as the inmate comes to terms with their infraction. "Factory prison" will reconstruct the inmate's perception of first-world freedoms, by imposing an architectural and programmatic gradient of rigorous and banal tasks, informed by "the machine."

**STEP 3: RECIDIVISM**
Decrease recidivism by helping inmates secure employment post-release, through corporate advocacy and internship opportunities. "Factory Prison" will lift the negative connotations associated with serving a prison sentence, by supplying inmates with a resume of reputable work experience, under a respected international corporation.

**PART:**
- LOW-SKILLED LABOR
- SKILLED LABOR
- QUALITY CONTROL

**LOW-SKILLED LABOR**
- Banal tasks of production in rhythm with the machine.

**SKILLED LABOR**
- Banal tasks of assembling products with the machine as the tool.

**QUALITY CONTROL**
- Banal tasks of product inspection and packaging by human.

**DELIVERY**
- All components are delivered to the site.

**SORT**
- Product parts and people are assigned to a unit.

**DISTRIBUTION**
- Prisoners and products and people are slimed back into society.